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Abstract— The project assigned to me was to study the 

financial health of any organization in the country. I decided to 

choose one of India’s leading graphite electrode plant where 

leaders like Mr. Laxmi Niwas Jhunjhunwala taking it to new 

heights. Through this report, I try and analyze the financial 

environment in which ABCD Limited is operating. Through a 

thorough financial analysis, my aim is to understand the 

financial factors, influencing the company and its decision 

making. Later, I try and evaluate the various ratios to 

appreciate their impact on company’s performance over the last 

five years. The financial statements of last five years are 

identified, studied and interpreted in light of company’s 

performance. Critical decisions of distributing dividends, Issue 

of bonus Debentures and other current news are analyzed and 

their impact on the bottom line of the company is assessed. 

Finally, I studied ratio analysis, fund flow analysis, cash flow 

analysis and Trend Analysis of the company to analyze the 

financial position of the company in last five years. 

 
Index Terms— Financial Statement Analysis, Quick Ratio, 

Quick current Assets, Earnings per Share, Dividend per Share, 

Return on Capital Employed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Meaning of Financial Statement Analysis:-Financial 

statement refers to which contains financial information about 

an enterprise. They report profitability and financial positions 

of the firm business at the end of accounting period. The team 

financial statement include of two statements which the 

accountant prepare at the end of an accounting period. The 

two statements are as follow: - 

 

  Profit and Loss Account 

  The Balance Sheet 

 

They are provide some extremely useful information to the 

extent that Balance Sheet mirror the financial position on a 

particular date in term of the structure of asset, liability and 

owner equity, and the Profit and Loss account show the results 

of operation during a certain period of time in terms of this 

revenues obtained and the cost incurred during the years. 

Thus the financial statement provides a summary view of 

financial position and operations of a firm. 

 

Financial Analysis which is the topic of this project refers 

to an assessment of the profitability, stability & viability of a 

business. Financial statement is the important part for 

analyzing of any business. Financial statement mainly 

consists of Profit and Loss Account and Balance – Sheet of 

the firm. Finance professionals perform this analysis in order 

to prepare financial or annual report. These financial reports 

are made with used the information taken from financial 
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statements of the company and it is based on the significant 

tool of ratio analysis. 

 

Our Division:- 

1). Graphite electrodes   2). Power   3). Carbon 

Specialties 

II. . TYPES OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND RATIOS 

Tools of Financial Statement Analysis:- The various tools 

are used to evaluate the significance of financial statement 

data. Three commonly used tools are these: 

 
 Ratio Analysis 

 Funds Flow Analysis 

 Cash Flow Analysis 

 

1. Ratio Analysis: - Fundamental Analysis has a very broad 

detail. One phase looks at the general (qualitative) factors of a 

company. The other phase is considering real and measurable 

factors (quantitative). This means crunching and analyzing 

numbers forms are the financial statement. If it is used in 

added with other methods, quantitative analysis can produce 

excellent results. Ratio analysis isn't just comparing different 

numbers from the balance sheet, income statement, and cash 

flow statement. It compares the number against previous 

years, other companies, the industry, or even the economy in 

general. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Fund Flow Analysis: - Fund may be illustrate in various 

ways as  

(1) Cash, (2) Total current assets, (3) Net working capital, (4) 

Net current assets.  

For the objective of fund flow statement the term means net 

working capital. The flow of fund will occur in a business 

when a transaction results in a change that is increase or 

decrease in the amount of fund. According to Robert 

Anthony, “the funds flow statement describes the sources 

from which additional funds were derived and the uses to 

which these funds were put”. 

3. Cash Flow Analysis: - Cash is a life blood of business. It is 

an most important tool of cash planning and control. A firm 

receives cash from various sources like debtors, sales, sale of 
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assets investments etc. Likewise the firm needs cash to make 

payment to salary, rent dividend, interest etc. Cash flow 

statement reveal that inflow and outflow of cash during a 

particular period. It is making on the basis of historical data 

showing the inflow and outflow of cashReview Stage. 

III. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS THEORY AND 

TECHNIQUES  

Meaning of Financial Analysis:-The first role of financial 

analysis is to select the information relevant to the decision 

under consideration to the total information implied in the 

financial statement. The second role is to arrange the 

information in a way to highlight significant relationship. The 

final role is interpretation and drawing of inference and 

conclusions. Financial statement is the process of selection, 

relation and evaluation. 

Feature of Financial Analysis:- 1 To present a complex data 

contained in the financial statement in simple and 

comprehensible form. 

 2 To classify the items contained in the financial statement 

uncomfortable and rational groups. 

 3 To make proportion, between various groups to draw 

various conclusions.                                             

Purpose of Analysis of Financial Statements:- 

1. To know the earn capacity or profitability. 2. To know 

the paying capacity. 3. To know the financial vigor. 

4. To know the capable of payment of dividend and 

interest. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SYSTEM IN ABCD LTD 

Calculation Of Ratios Of Company 

 

 

 
 

 

Calculations and Interpretation of Fund Flow 

Statement

 

Calculations and Interpretation of Cash Flow Statement 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The Company overall position is very good. The company 

achieves sufficient profit in past four year. The long term 

paying capacity position of the company is very good. The 

company maintains low liquidity to achieve the high 

profitability. The company distribution dividends every year 

to it share holder. The profit of the company decrease in the 

last year due to maintain the comparatively high liquidity. The 

net working capital of the company is maximum in the last 

year show the maximum liquidity. The term financial 

statement does not make sense at first. Number is for count 

while statement needs word, so how could these two mix 

together? But when seen as money statement, then suddenly it 
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is a important matter. Not only it is the important for you but 

for the management and stockholders as well. It is the most 

important for the management because financial statement 

speaks of the company success and competence whereas 

stockholders refer to financial statement to know whether or 

not to invest in a company.  In other word, financial 

statements tell whether the company made and the lost money. 

Financial statement holds the secrets of a company. Aside 

from stating whether the company earning or losses money, 

they also provide clues on where the management might find 

more resources to boost its revenue. In addition financial 

statement demonstration a company past performance and 

potential. It is equal important for business owner to 

understand financial statements to know if there business is 

earned. It would not be too wise to keep faith only on the 

accountant to paint the business financial condition. But 

whether or not you are a manager entrepreneur or stockholder, 

learn the language of finance would be true beneficially. First, 

all we will have to agree that it’s helpful to understand your 

company financially health and behavior. Two, these is 

knowledge that you can use to make firm proposals and 

requests. Arm your reason with hard facts and it will be easy 

to prove how your proposal can have a bearing on the 

company financial status. Three, understanding financial 

statements is preparing for something that is sure to come 

around. By the time you face income statements, you will be 

able to analysis, interpret, and challenge numbers that you 

would otherwise be calm about in a meeting. Four, 

understanding number give you an edge. Through which you 

can compare present, past and projected financial statement 

then track change. You’ll be able to give an explanation 

behind those changes instead of watch other do all the think. 

Through which you can also compare your company’s 

operations against same organizations and your department 

with other internal areas. You can simplify your life instead of 

choosing to infringe how balance sheet works. Last level is 

the playing field for those who already have a background in 

account. Have you ever seat in a meeting where people 

suddenly started talking in numbers? When colleagues and 

bosses start mention ROI’s and refer to cash flow statement, 

you would not have time to search for definition. 
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